
Introduction to Library resources for HHS students  

Learning how to find and use Library resources is a key part of your studies. This guide will 

explain what is available, how to find them and some tips for using them.  

Library web pages 
 

The home page of the Library is: libwww.essex.ac.uk and looks like this: 
 

 
 

 

The Library catalogue is outlined in the red box above. Use the catalogue to find what the 

Library has on its shelves and online. You can choose to search by Keyword, Author, Title, or 

Journal title or restrict your search results to ebooks 

A search for the word health in the Library catalogue will bring up a variety of materials – 

books, journals, Internet resources, databases, DVDs, conference proceedings or theses. It 

http://libwww.essex.ac.uk/


won’t, however, find journal articles, conference papers or systematic reviews. You need to 

use Library databases to search for articles within journals, chapters within books or papers 

within conference proceedings. 

Library databases 
 

The Library subscribes to a number of databases which will help you find articles, papers 

and reviews which are relevant to your subject area. They are all grouped together on one 

page or you can search for them individually in the Library catalogue. 
 

 

 

 
 

You can find the database page by following the link to eResources and choosing 

Health Sciences: 



The databases are listed in alphabetical order: 
 

 

Choose Full details to learn more about each database or click on the title to access it. 

The most useful databases are: 

CINAHL Complete (Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health) 

This is a major database for SHHS students. Its title is slightly misleading as you might expect 

to find the full text of everything you search for in the database, but this is not the case. It 

contains the full text of around 1,400 journals, but indexes far more (around 5,400), so you 

will often find a reference without the full text, but you can learn how to search for full text 

later in this guide. 

MEDLINE with full text 

This (as its name suggests) is more medical in nature but still a very useful database for all 

SHHS students. Like CINAHL, it only contains some full text, but this is still considerable – 

around 1,450 journals are full text. 



PsycARTICLES 

This database, on the other hand, is completely full text – around 110 journals published 

by the American Psychological Association and other publishers in psychology. 

These three databases can all be searched through one interface called EBSCOhost which is 

useful because this means that you can save searches and results and full text all under the 

EBSCOhost umbrella, once you have registered for My EBSCOhost – more details later. 

If you know which database you are looking for, you can also type its name, e.g. CINAHL or 

EBSCOhost in the keyword box of the catalogue: 

 

 
 

 
 

 

All you need to access any of our e-resources is your University of Essex username and 

password. If this doesn’t work, or you have trouble with any e-resource, check our help page 

at: http://serlib0.essex.ac.uk/screens/eresources_help.html

http://serlib0.essex.ac.uk/screens/eresources_help.html


The home page of the CINAHL database looks like this: 
 

 
 

 
 

You type your keywords in the box highlighted in red and click the Search button. 
 

Results screen 
 

When you have searched for some words, you will see a results screen like the one below. 

You can see how many records have been found which match your search terms. On the 

left, there are various options to help you refine your results. You can limit your results by 

publication date or full text availability, by journal, subject or focus group. 

These options are also available to you before you search but it is often better to start with 

an open-ended search and then reduce the number of results when you can see how many 

potential articles there are. At some point you will need to start looking through the results 

and examining the articles, but this isn’t possible when you have found over 5000. It is 

easier if you have about 100 or less to look through. Sometimes you find too few results and 

you have to think of ways of expanding your search to find more articles. 



 
 

 

A search strategy 
 

Successful searching starts with a search strategy, which can mean just jotting down a few 

key words from your research question or assignment title. For example, if you have an 

assignment which states Carry out a systematic search for qualitative research papers 

examining GP’s management of depression, your key words might be GPs and depression. 

It’s also useful at this point to think of some alternative terms for your key words, e.g. 

general practitioner, general practice, depressive disorders, common mental disorders. If you 

are about to embark on a literature review, you will need to approach your search in a 

systematic way, so that you can include your search strategy and results in your review. You 

will need to keep a record of what you have searched and how you searched it and how 

many articles your search retrieved. Drawing up a simple table before you begin will help 

you keep track of your work. Your table might look something like this: 
 

Search term Results 
(CINAHL) 

Results 
(MEDLINE) 

Results 
(Cochrane Library) 

GPs 5,749 6,456 645 
Depress* 87,649   



Keyword searching 
 

Most people use keyword searching without realising they are doing it. It means that you 

type one or more words in to the search box and press search. Most databases will then 

take your keyword(s) and search certain key fields of a record. In CINAHL, these are Title, 

Author, Subject terms and Abstract. The full text of articles isn’t automatically searched, 

unless you ask the system to do this – see the example below: 

 

 
 

You can also restrict your search to a particular field: 

 
 

The first option would broaden your search and find more results, the second would narrow 

your search and find fewer results. 



Phrase searching 
 

If you want the database to find a phrase, like occupational therapy or general practitioner, 

you need to enclose your words in quotation marks, e.g. “occupational therapy”. This means 

that the database will look for occurrences of these words next to each other and in that 

order. This will narrow your search because the database won’t return results which simply 

contain those two words anywhere in the record. It also means that you are being more 

precise with your search, so that you don’t need to sift through irrelevant articles. You can 

see this in action by looking at the Search history example below: 
 

 

Truncation is a search strategy which uses a symbol to replace one or more letters from the 

end (or middle) of words. In CINAHL, as in many databases, this symbol is an asterisk: *. This 

strategy will expand your search as you can easily search for variants of the same word, e.g. 

nurs* will find records containing the words nurse, nurses and nursing (and also nursery!) 
 

 

The search history tool is a useful feature. It helps you keep track of the searches you have 

performed within a particular session and allows you to combine searches, print your search 

history, to save searches for a future session and create alerts which means that the 

database will let you know when new records are added to the database which match your 

search: 
 



Boolean operators 
 

When you search by keyword, you can use Boolean operators, most commonly AND, OR 

and NOT to combine your keywords. Usually, if you don’t specify a phrase, the system 

automatically inserts an AND – the database searches for both or all your keywords in all 

the relevant fields. A record will only be returned in your results if it contains both terms. 

Using AND will narrow your search, but using OR will expand it. It is most useful when you 

are searching for variants of words, e.g. GPs OR general practitioners will ensure that you 

find all records containing these terms. Searching for immunisations NOT MMR excludes 

records which contain the (to you) irrelevant term MMR 

This can also be illustrated by the following diagrams: 
 

How to manage your references 
 

Most databases now offer you the facility to save searches, references and full text within 

the database itself. You can register for My EBSCOHOST by filling in a short form and 

creating a username and password. This is completely separate from the Library, so we can’t 

retrieve your details if you forget them and they should, ideally, be different from your 

University username and password. 
 



Your personal folder will look something like this: 

 

 
 

You can also print, save and e-mail references and full text. 
 

Locating and obtaining articles 
 

You may find that you have immediate access to the full text within the database; just click 

on the following symbol below or within the record of the article: 
 

 

If you can’t see this symbol, then you might see this: 
 

Linked full text indicates that the full text of this article from the British journal of 

occupational therapy is available outside the database. Follow the link to go to an external 

site for the full text: 



 
 
 
 

In the following example, you don’t see either of these links, but you want to find the full 

text of the article: 

 

In this case you need to search the Library catalogue to see if the journal (outlined in red 

above) is available. It’s best to choose Journal title from the home page of the Library so 

that you just search for journals: 

 
 



This takes you to the following record, which tells you that full text is available from 

Highwire and PubMed: 
 

If you select Highwire, you’ll see the following page: 
 

Looking back at your reference, you can see that you need Issue 9 of vol. 183, May 2011: 
 



So follow the Past issues link or Select an issue from the archive and choose 2011: 
 

Then the Month, vol. and issue: 
 

 

The article is listed and you can select full text. 
 



Inter-library loans 

If you can’t find the full text online, then you can apply for the article through our Inter 

library loans service. This is a free service for students but costly for the Library, so we ask 

that you use this carefully. Follow the link to Inter-library loans: 

 

                  
 

Then look for Online application forms 

 
 

Articles are emailed directly to you for printing. 


